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1. INTRODUCTION

Mangosteen (Garcinia mangostana Linn)1 is considered the
queen of the tropical fruits in South East Asia not only for its
appearance and flavor but also for its beneficial effects on human
health.2�11 It is rich in anthocyanins and xanthones, which are
considered bioactive compounds that have been described as good
free radical scavengers.12,13 This is important because over the past
two decades a number of theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions have contributed to build the consensus that diets rich in
substances that act as good free radical scavengers (antioxidants or
antiradicals) have beneficial effects on human health.14,15

Xanthones, the major secondary metabolites of mangosteen,
have been reported as antimycobacterials,4 antifungals,5 and
antioxidants.2,3,10 Particularly, xanthones as antioxidants have
become the focus of numerous investigations since they are
important components of the human diet. For this reason,
several xanthones have been studied in order to determine their
capacity as free radical scavengers. For α-mangostin, the first
xanthone isolated from the mangosteen fruit,16 there is a recent
report that experimentally supports its capacity to deactivate
singlet oxygen, superoxide anion, and peroxynitrite anion in a
concentration-dependent way but also its incapacity to scavenge
hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide.10

Since the free radical scavenging properties are apparently very
important for human health, it is vital to analyze the viable
mechanism for each substance on the face of its antiradical
properties. In spite of the existence of different experimental

results concerning the antioxidant capacity of xanthones, there
are no theoretical investigations analyzing the free radical sca-
venger capacity of these molecules nor determining the reaction
mechanisms. Thus the main goal of this work is to study the
reaction of α-mangostin with two important free radicals (•OH
and •OOH). Notwithstanding that several mechanisms are
discussed in the literature13,17�27 referring to the reactions of
free radicals (R•) with several antiradical (anti) substances, in
this work we considered specifically two mechanisms for α-
mangostin (Figure 1):

hydrogenatomtransfer ðHATÞ:
R• þ anti f RH þ antið-HÞ• ðIÞ

radicaladductformation ðHATÞ:
R• þ anti f R-anti•

ðIIÞ
For these two mechanisms, the adiabatic Gibbs free energies

and the kinetic parameters are reported. To properly asses the
antioxidant activity of α-mangostin, the ionic form must be
considered since according to its most acidic pKa value (7.22 (
0.20),28 under physiological conditions (pH 7.4) 39.8% of
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mangostin would be as the neutral form and 60.2% as the
monoanionic form. The discussion about the adiabatic Gibbs
free energies and the kinetic parameters are included for α-
mangostin (HMAN) and also for deprotonated α-mangostin
(MAN�) (Figure 1). Additionally, an analysis of the sequential
electron proton transfer (SEPT) and proton coupled electron
transfer (PCET) mechanisms is reported.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations have been
carried out using the BPW91 functional and the 6-31+G(d,p)
basis set. The electronic energies were improved by single point
calculations using the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. Unrestricted
calculations were used for open shell systems and local minima
and transition states were identified by the number of imaginary
frequencies (NIMAG = 0 or 1, respectively). Intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculations have been performed to confirm that
the transition states properly connect reactants and products. All the
electronic calculations were performed with Gaussian 03 package of
programs.29 For the HAT mechanism, eight hydrogen atoms were
considered (1a, 3a, 6a, 7a, 13, 15a, 16, and 18a, Figure 1) to produce
α-mangostin and deprotonated α-mangostin both without one
hydrogen atom: [HMAN(‑H)]

• and [MAN(‑H)
�]•, respectively.

The radical addition was model in every carbon atom with double
bonds (the exceptions are C13 and C16).

Thermodynamic corrections at 298.15 K were included in the
calculation of relative energies. The stationary points were first
modeled in gas phase (vacuum), and solvent effects were included a
posteriori by single point calculations using the polarizable continuum
model (PCM), specifically the integral-equation-formalism (IEF-
PCM)30�32 and RADII = UAHF, with the option SCFVAC at HF/
6-31G(d,p) level of theory, as recommended byGaussia�nsmanual for
computing solvation free energies. They have been performed using
benzene and water as solvents, to mimic nonpolar and polar environ-
ments, respectively. This approach has been successfully used before
for describing radical-molecule reactions in solution involved in the
antioxidant activity of different compound.22�27

Relative Gibbs free energies in solution have been computed
using thermodynamic cycles and the Hess law, explicitly includ-
ing solvation free energies. For example for •OOH additions to
α-mangostin (HMAN):

Within this strategy the Gibbs free energy of reaction in
solution (ΔGsol) can be obtained as the sum of the Gibbs free
energy of reaction in vacuum (ΔGgas) and the difference in
solvation free energies (ΔΔGs)

ΔGsol ¼ ΔGgas þ ΔΔGs ð1Þ
where ΔΔGs is calculated as

ΔΔGs ¼ ΔGsðHMAN�OOH•Þ �ΔGsðHMANÞ �ΔGsð•OOHÞ
ð2Þ

with ΔGs representing the free energies of solvation. In all cases,
the reference state is 1 M. The solvent cage effects have been
included according to the corrections proposed by Okuno,33

taking into account the free volume theory.34 These corrections
are in good agreement with those independently obtained by
Ardura et al.35 and have been successfully used before.36�38

Since DFT calculations for obtaining dissociation energies of
anions are significantly affected by self-interaction error, some
test calculations were done employing M05-2X functional (that
is reported as free of self-interaction error) and similar results
were obtained.

The rate constants (k) were calculated using conventional
transition state theory (TST)39�41 and 1 M standard state as

k ¼ σk
kBT
h

e�ðΔG‡Þ=RT ð3Þ

where kB and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants, ΔG‡ is
the Gibbs free energy of activation, σ represents the reaction path
degeneracy, accounting for the number of equivalent reaction
paths, and k accounts for tunneling corrections. The tunneling
corrections, defined as the Boltzmann average of the ratio of the
quantum and the classical probabilities, were calculated using the
Eckart barrier.42 TST has been recently proven to be enough for
properly describing chemical reactions between free radicals and
anitoxidants.26

The kinetics investigation started searching for the transition
states (TS) at BPW91/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. However
every attempt to locate the TS involved in theH transfer from the
O3a site of MAN� was unsuccessful. In addition we found con-
vergence issues for the single point calculation of the TS cor-
responding to the H transfer from site 15a MAN�, at BPW91/6-
311+G(d,p) level of theory. Therefore we decided to perform the
kinetic study of the HMAN/MAN� + •OOH reactions with a
different functional. We have chosen the M05-2X functional to
that purpose. This functional was chosen because it has been
recommended for kinetic calculations by their developers,43 and
it has been also successfully used by independent authors.44�49

Figure 1. Antiradical molecules studied in this work. Italic numbers identify the numbering for hydrogen atoms.
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Moreover, the reliability of the kinetic data obtained with this
functional, for radical�molecule reactions, has been proven
before by comparison with experimental data.45

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Thermodynamics. Hydrogen Atom Transfer (HAT) Me-
chanism. The adiabatic Gibbs free energies were obtained in
benzene and water solutions, considering hydrogen atoms at
different positions of α-mangostin for the dissociation (see
Computational Details). The results are shown in Table 1. As
can be seen, for •OH all the reactions are exergonic both in water
and benzene. According to these results, the HAT reaction of this
free radical with α-mangostin is thermodynamically feasible for
all the hydrogen atoms considered in this investigation. As a
consequence, α-mangostin is able to scavenge this free radical
through this mechanism. The results with •OOH indicate that
most of the reactions in water are exergonic, and the exceptions
are H transfers from sites 1a, 3a, and 7a. In benzene solution the
exergonic reactions are from sites 6a, 13, and 16. This indicates
that the HAT reaction of α-mangostin with •OOH is thermo-
dynamically feasible for some hydrogen atoms, and therefore,
this molecule is also able to scavenge this free radical. Since not all
of the hydrogen atoms are “reactive” toward this mechanism, it
can be considered that to scavenge •OOH, α-mangostin is not as
good as it is to deactivate •OH. This is a logical finding since •OH
is known to be more reactive than •OOH.
The HAT reaction of deprotonated α-mangostin (MAN�)

was also analyzed. It can be expected that this species exists in
water under physiological conditions, but not in nonpolar
environments. For this reason, in this case the analysis was done
only for aqueous solution. The results reported in Table 2
indicate that the reaction is exergonic in most of the cases. It is
endergonic for the reaction with •OOH when hydrogens at
positions 1a and 7a are involved. Apparently, the H atoms at
these sites are the less reactive within this molecule. In view of
these results, it can be concluded that α-mangostin and depro-
tonated α-mangostin are able (thermodynamically) to scavenge
•OH and •OOH.
Radical Adduct Formation (RAF) Mechanism. For the addi-

tion of •OH and •OOH at different double C�C bonds of α-
mangostin, the adiabatic Gibbs free energies were also obtained
in benzene and water solutions. The results are shown in Table 3.
For •OH most of the reactions are exergonic both in polar and

nonpolar environments. Only the radical additions to C9 and
C11 are endergonic. However, for •OOH none of the RAF
reactions is thermochemically viable. As well, there are also some
•OOH-HMAN products that are not formed (indicated with
a in Table 3).With these results, it is possible to conclude that the
RAF mechanism is not thermodynamically feasible for
α-mangostin to scavenge •OOH. In order to scavenge this free
radical, the RAF mechanism is not a possibility for α-mangostin.
Similar results were found for deprotonated α-mangostin (see

Table 4). With •OH, the reaction is exergonic in most of the
cases, being the exceptions C9, C10, C11, andC12. These carbon
atoms that are at the middle of two benzene like rings, apparently
are not very reactive. The most reactive carbon atoms are C8,
C14, C15, C17, and C18, probably because these carbon atoms
present lower steric impediments. Whatever the case, RAF
mechanism is viable to scavenge •OH but not •OOH. Due the
higher reactivity of •OH this is a reasonable result.
It was previously reported the experimental incapacity of α-

mangostin to scavenge hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide.10

The results reported here are in general in agreement with these
experiments but are in contradiction with the idea that •OH is not
reactive toward α-mangostin. According with these theoretical
results, the reaction is very exergonic, so it is thermodynamically
feasible. More experiments would be necessary in order to investi-
gate if the very highly reactive •OH does not react with a very
reactive radical scavenger as α-mangostin, or if there is another
explanation to the lack of reactivity reported before.10

3.2. Kinetics. The channels of reaction described as endergo-
nic have been ruled out as relevant to the scavenging activity of
HMAN/MAN�. Even if they take place at a significant rate, they
would be reversible and therefore the formed products will not be
observed. However, it should be noticed that they might still
represent significant channels if their products rapidly react
further with other chemical species. This would be particularly
important if these later stages are sufficiently exergonic to
provide a driving force, and if their barriers of reactions are
low. However, this work focuses only on the first step of the
oxidation of HMAN/MAN� by •OH and •OOH. Therefore the
kinetic calculations have been performed only for those channels
described as exergonic.
The fully optimized geometries of the transition states in-

volved in the reaction channels identified as exergonic are shown
in Figure 2. Hydrogen bond interactions between the H atom in
the OOH radical and one of the O atoms in HMAN were found
for all TSs corresponding to reaction channels involving H

Table 1. Gibbs Free Energies of HAT Reaction (kcal/mol) of
α-Mangostin with •OH and •OOH in Water and Benzene
Solutions

•OH + HMAN

f H2O + [HMAN(‑H)]
•

•OOH + HMAN

f H2O2 + [HMAN(‑H)]
•

H number G water G benzene G water G benzene

1a �27.58 �24.41 5.06 11.46

3a �31.68 �30.32 0.96 5.55

6a �37.10 �41.31 �4.46 �5.44

7a �25.62 �24.66 7.02 11.21

13 �44.92 �44.03 �12.28 �8.16

15a �34.42 �33.3 �1.78 2.57

16 �45.71 �44.63 �13.07 �8.76

18a �34.84 �33.66 �2.20 2.21

Table 2. Gibbs Free Energies of HAT Reaction (kcal/mol) of
Deprotonated α-Mangostin (MAN�) with •OH and •OOH in
Water Solutions

•OH + MAN�

f H2O + [MAN�
(‑H)]

•

•OOH + MAN‑

f H2O2 + [MAN�
(‑H)]

•

H number G water G water

1a �31.9 0.78

3a �35.4 �2.79

7a �25.84 7.03

13 �46.36 �13.99

15a �36.19 �3.55

16 �47.25 �14.61

18a �37.15 �4.51
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transfers from carbon sites. On the other hand, such interactions
are not present in the TSs corresponding to H transfers from
hydroxyl groups. The presence of these stabilizing interactions
suggests that the reactivity of the carbon sites might be increased
in HMAN. The shortest H 3 3 3O interaction distance was found
for the transition states involved in H transfers from site 18a, for
both the neutral and the anionic forms of HMAN. This indicates
that the reactivity of this particular site should be increased, with
respect to H abstractions from methyl groups of other com-
pounds that do not promote such interactions. At the same time,
the absence of these interactions on the TSs corresponding to H
transfers from phenolic sites might cause a relative decrease of
their reactivity toward •OOH.
The reaction barriers, in terms of Gibss free energies (ΔG‡),

are reported in Table 5. For the neutral form of HMAN. It was
found that the barriers are systematically higher in aqueous
solution than in nonpolar media. Comparing the reactivity of
the anion to that of the neutral form (both in aqueous solution),
it was found that for H transfers from phenolic sites (3a and 6a)
the barrier of channel 3a of the anion is significantly lower than
that of channel 6a of neutral HMAN. The difference is about 15
kcal/mol. This difference strongly suggests a higher reactivity of
the anionic form. On the contrary, it was also found that for the
other HAT paths (13, 15a, and 16), the reactions of the anion
have higher barriers than those of the neutral HMAN. The only
exception to this trend is channel 16.
The rate constants for the different channels of reaction are

reported in Table 6, together with the overall rate coefficient. We
have assumed that neither mixing nor crossover between different
pathways occurs and therefore the overall rate coefficient, measur-
ing the rate of disappearance of OOH radicals, has been calculated
as

koverall ¼ pNkNtot þ pAkAtot ð4Þ

where pN and pA account for the fractions of the neutral and the
anionic forms of mangostin, respectively. The total contributions
of each form (ktot

N and ktot
A ) have been estimated by summing up

the rate constants of the different reaction channels of the viable
mechanisms

kNtot ¼ kN, 6a þ kN, 13 þ kN, 15a þ kN, 16 þ kN, 18a ð5Þ
and

kAtot ¼ kA, 3a þ kA, 13 þ kA, 15a þ kA, 16 þ kA, 18a ð6Þ
According to the overall rate coefficient (Table 6), α-man-

gostin is predicted to react about 180 times faster in aqueous
solution than in nonpolar media. This ratio arises from the
increased reactivity of the anion with respect to the neutral form.
Comparing the neutral form alone it is more reactive in nonpolar
media. According to these results it seems that the efficiency of
mangostin as free radical scavenger would be highly influenced
by the fraction of the anionic form.
The values of the overall rate coefficients reported in

Table 6 indicate that the efficiency of α-mangostin as
OOH radical scavenger is similar to that of carotenes
(∼105�106 M�1 s�1),46 higher than that of allicin (∼8 �
103 M�1 s�1),47 much higher than that of melatonin (∼2 �
101 M�1 s�1)45 and N-acetylcysteine amide (7.58� 101 M�1

s�1);48 and about 15 times lower than that of 2-propenesul-
fenic acid (∼2.6 � 107 M�1 s�1).47 It seems worthwhile to
call attention on the fact that due to the relative low reactivity
of •OOH, compared to other ROS, overall rate coefficients in
the order of 106 M�1 s�1 indicate that HMAN/MAN� is a
very good scavenger.
The branching ratios (Table 7) of the different reaction

channels, which represent the percent of their contribution to

Table 3. Gibbs Free Energies of RAF Reaction (kcal/mol) of
α-Mangostin with •OH and •OOH in Water and Benzene
Solutions

•OH +HMAN

f •OH-HMAN

•OOH +HMAN

f •OOH-HMAN

C number G benzene G water G benzene G water

C1 �3.88 �2.95 28.32 20.23

C2 �8.55 �6.10 22.25 14.14

C3 �4.26 �3.24 a a

C4 �7.48 �11.04 a a

C5 �10.75 �10.41 19.51 19.38

C6 �12.10 �9.14 a a

C7 �12.17 �10.89 a a

C8 �15.30 �11.74 22.58 27.59

C9 1.44 2.12 31.78 32.58

C10 �8.92 �6.21 24.19 25.35

C11 2.20 1.74 a a

C12 �6.65 �4.18 25.45 25.80

C14 �24.29 �24.45 14.30 13.06

C15 �20.34 �19.74 10.64 10.93

C17 �21.76 �19.68 9.22 11.22

C18 �20.66 �18.24 8.15 11.00
a Products are not formed. •OOH remains dissociated from HMAN.

Table 4. Gibbs Free Energies of RAF Reaction (kcal/mol) of
Deprotonated α-Mangostin (MAN�) with •OH and •OOH in
Water Solutions

•OH + MAN�

f •OH-MAN�
•OOH + MAN�

f •OOH-MAN�

C number G water G water

C1 �0.76 27.05

C2 �3.27 26.39

C3 �1.71 29.14

C4 �10.86 18.65

C5 �8.48 19.24

C6 �8.60 b

C7 �14.79 a

C8 �22.32 a

C9 2.24 30.12

C10 6.41 19.45

C11 12.04 a

C12 6.10 32.77

C14 �23.71 9.14

C15 �18.70 a

C17 �11.94 10.30

C18 �11.21 10.25
a Products are not formed. •OOH remains dissociated from MAN�.
bThe hydrogen atom of C6 is removed in order to obtain the
deprotonated specie MAN�.
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the total reaction, have been calculated as

Γi ¼ ki
koverall

� 100 ð7Þ

where i represents each particular channel.
For the neutral form of HMAN the main channel of reaction

was found to corresponds to HAT from site 18a, regardless of the
polarity of the environment (Table 7). This can be explained
based on the structural characteristics of the TS, which is
stabilized by a strong H bonding interaction. For the anionic
form (predicted as the active form) the OOH radical scavenging
activity of α-mangostin was found to take place almost exclusive
from the remaining phenolic site (3a). The contributions of
all the other channels of reaction are estimated to be negligible
(Γ < 0.01%).
3.3. HAT vs SEPT and PCET Mechanisms. As was indicated

before in this report, α-mangostin and deprotonated α-mangos-
tin are able to scavenge •OH and •OOH by means of the HAT
mechanism. According to this, there are other two mechanisms
that should bee considered since they yield the same products as
HAT: sequential electron proton transfer (SEPT) and proton
coupled electron transfer (PCET). They correspond to single
electron transfers followed by, or occurring simultaneously with,
proton transfer, respectively. Even though they yield the same
products as HAT the influence of the solvent on their feasibility is
expected to be different. Although SET and SEPT are likely to be
favored by polar environments that promote solvation of the
intermediate ionic species, the PCET might be also viable in
nonpolar media since the transfer of the proton and the electron
occurs simultaneously in this case, and therefore no charged
intermediaries are formed.

Since HAT and PCET mechanisms lead to the same products
of reaction, the transition states are usually used to distinct
between them. Three different analyses have been performed to
that purpose. They are based on atomic spin densities (ASP) on
the sites involved in the H transfer, the charge (Q) carried by the
H atom that is transferred, and the electronic density of the singly
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO). The ASP and Q values,
obtained from natural population analysis (NPA) calculations,
are reported in Table 8. As the coefficients of the natural orbital
carrying the unpaired electron indicate the spin population in all
the studied TSs, but TS-3a, of the anion is concentrated on the
two atoms which undergo the H exchange, and a small negative
value is found on the H atoms that is being transferred. This is
consistent with a HAT process.50 For TS-3a (anion) on the other
hand, the spin population is mainly located outside the transfer
region. Regarding the charge carried by the H atom that is being
transferred, it has been stated that migrating Hs with substantial
positive charge are typical of proton migrations.51,52 For TS-3a
(anion) the migrating H was found to have substantial positive
charge that is typical of proton migrations.51,52 For TS-6a
(neutral) the charge, on the migrating H, is lower than that
for TS-3a (anion) and higher than those found for all the other
TSs. In this case the charge criterion is ambiguous since the
comparison is not straightforward, i.e., the sites from which the
H atoms are being transferred are different in nature (carbon
and oxygen).

Table 5. Gibbs Free Energies of Activation (ΔG‡, kcal/mol),
at 298.15 K

HMAN HMAN MAN�

site benzene water water

3a a a 10.67

6a 19.80 25.82 b

13 20.98 24.78 25.05

15a 18.32 20.51 23.48

16 18.22 22.44 21.71

18a 15.40 18.83 21.50
a Products are not formed. •OOH remains dissociated from MAN�.
bThe hydrogen atom of C6 is removed in order to obtain the
deprotonated specie MAN�.

Table 6. Rate Constant of the Reaction between HMAN and
•OOH (M�1 s�1) at 298.15 K

HMAN HMAN MAN�

site benzene water water

3a a a 2.35 � 106

6a 5.35 � 102 2.07 � 10�2 b

13 5.06 � 10�1 8.29 � 10�4 3.02 � 10�4

15a 4.98 � 101 1.24 1.09 � 10�2

16 3.13 � 101 2.52 � 10�2 3.86 � 10�2

18a 7.19 � 103 2.20 � 101 4.84 � 10�2

total 7.80 � 103 2.33 � 101 2.35 � 106

overall 1.42 � 106

a Products are not formed. •OOH remains dissociated from MAN�.
bThe hydrogen atom of C6 is removed in order to obtain the
deprotonated specie MAN�.

Figure 2. Geometries of the transitions states, fully optimized at
M052X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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Even though the PCET mechanism is commonly defined as a
concerted electron proton transfer that is not HAT, it has been
reported that this is a difficult distinction to make, and that HAT
can be considered a particular case of PCET reactions.53 How-
ever, it is commonly accepted that the PCET mechanism can be
defined as that in which the proton and the electron are
transferred between different sets of orbitals.51 Therefore the

analysis of the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of the
TS seems to be a reliable criterion to differentiate between HAT
and PCET processes. The SOMO of HAT transition states is
expected to have significant density in atomic orbitals oriented
along, or nearly along, the transition vector (donor-H-acceptor).
On the contrary, the SOMO of PCET transition states involves p
orbitals that are orthogonal to the transition vector.51 As the plots
in Figure 3 show the SOMO in all TSs but TS-6a (neutral) and
TS-3a (anion) have a node at the migrating H and are mostly
localized on the C 3 3 3H 3 3 3Ovector, which corresponds toHAT
transition states. In contrast, the SOMO of TS-6a (neutral)
involves the p orbital in the H acceptor (oxygen) perpendicular
to the transition vector, indicating that the H and the electron
transfers take place from different orbitals, i.e. this TS corresponds
to the PCETmechanism. The SOMO of TS-3a (anion) is located
far away from the transition vector. We have not found any
previous reference about the interpretation of this kind of dis-
tribution, but it is certainly not HAT. Taking into account all
previously discussed criteria it seems that the H atom in the O6a
site of neutralmangostin, and theH atom in theO3a site of anionic
mangostin, are transferred to the •OOH radical by PCET, while
the H atoms in all the other sites are transferred by HAT.

4. CONCLUSIONS

To scavenge •OH and •OOH, the HAT mechanism is ther-
modynamically and kinetically possible for α-mangostin and
its monoanion. Due to the number of reactive hydrogen
sites involved in exergoninc processes, it can be stated that for

Table 7. Branching Ratios of the Different Reaction Paths
(%) at 298.15 K

HMAN HMAN MAN�

site benzene water water

3a a a ∼100

6a 6.85 0.09 b

13 0.01 ∼0 ∼0

15a 0.64 5.31 ∼0

16 0.40 0.11 ∼0

18a 92.10 94.49 ∼0
a Products are not formed. •OOH remains dissociated from MAN�.
bThe hydrogen atom of C6 is removed in order to obtain the
deprotonated specie MAN�.

Table 8. Atomic spin densities (ASD) on the atoms involved
in the H transfer and charge (Q) carried by the migrating H
atom from natural orbital population analyses

HMAN MAN�

ASD Q ASD Q

TS3a

O6a 0.004

H �0.002 0.565

O(OH) 0.001

TS6a

O6a 0.369

H �0.097 0.503

O(OH) 0.525

TS13

C3a 0.554 0.533

H �0.130 0.353 �0.133 0.344

O(OH) 0.550 0.571

TS15a

C3a 0.555 0.633

H �0.127 0.333 �0.113 0.366

O(OH) 0.560 0.475

TS16

C3a 0.472 0.489

H �0.158 0.320 �0.140 0.327

O(OH) 0.673 0.630

TS18a

C3a 0.596 0.577

H �0.115 0.363 �0.119 0.356

O(OH) 0.472 0.483

Figure 3. SOMO density surfaces of the HAT/PCET transition states,
in aqueous solution, computed with an isodensity value of 0.02 au.
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scavenging •OOH, α-mangostin is not as good as it is for
scavenging •OH. For neutral and deprotonated α-mangostin,
the RAF mechanism was found to be viable for scavenging •OH
but not for •OOH. Due the high reactivity of •OH this is a
reasonable result.

According to the overall rate coefficient α-mangostin is pre-
dicted to react faster in aqueous solution than in nonpolar media.
The efficiency of α-mangostin as free radical scavenger would be
highly influenced by the fraction of the anionic form. The
effectiveness of α-mangostin as OOH radical scavenger is similar
to that of carotenes, higher than that of allicin, melatonin and
N-acetylcysteine amide, and lower than that of 2-Propenesulfenic
acid. These results indicate that α-mangostin is a very good free
radical scavenger.
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